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RANDOM ACCESS PROCESS REUSING FOR D2D PROBING IN CELLULAR-AIDED

D2D NETWORKS

FIELD

[0001] The subject matter described herein relates to wireless communications.

BACKGROUND

[0002] There are various types of network configurations, including cellular networks,

ad-hoc networks, or a combination of both. In the case of the cellular network, the user equipment

communicates (e.g., transmits and/or receives) with another user equipment through a base station.

In the case of the ad-hoc network, the user equipment communicates directly with another user

equipment. Ad hoc networks are also called device-to-device (D2D) networks, which refers to the

direct link(s) between the two user equipments.

[0003] In the cellular network, the user equipment communicates information to another

user equipment through the base station, such as an evolved Node B (eNB) type base station

operating as a centralized controller. Indeed, these user equipments communicate with the base

station even when the two user equipments are close to each other. A benefit of the base station

approach is direct radio resource control and interference control, but the drawback is, in some

cases, the inefficient utilization of resources. For example, twice the resources will be required for

a cellular network mode of communications when compared to a direct D2D link transmission

between user equipments (when, e.g., the user equipments are close to each other) as one link is

required between the user equipments rather than two links (e.g., one link from the user equipment

to the base station and another link from the base station to the second user equipment). In some



instances, a system using a mix of cellular and ad-hoc may provide better resource utilization and

achieve enhanced system throughput.

SUMMARY

[0004] In one aspect there is provided a method. The method may include monitoring,

at a user equipment, a paging signal, the paging signal including a random access preamble index

assigned to another user equipment. The user equipment may be configured to use the random

access preamble index assigned to the another user equipment, and receive a signal comprising a

random access preamble. The user equipment may measure the received signal to generate an

indication representative of a quality of the received signal. Based on the indication rather than a

dedicated probe, a determination may be made regarding whether to establish a first connection

directly to the another user equipment.

[0005] In another aspect there is provided a method. The method may include receiving,

at a base station, an indication representative whether a first user equipment is configured to

establish a first connection directly to a second user equipment; and establishing, based on the

indication, a second connection between the first user equipment and the second user equipment,

when the first connection is not established. The first and second connections are established based

on a random access preamble rather than a dedicated probe to assess a quality of a channel between

the first user equipment and the second user equipment.

[0006] In another aspect, there may be provided a method. The method may include

receiving, at a first user equipment, a preamble assignment message including the random access

preamble sequence index used by a second user equipment for a non-contentious random access

procedure with a base station. The first user equipment may measure a random access preamble

sequence sent by the second user equipment. The measured random access preamble sequence may



provide an estimate of a quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user

equipment. Based on the estimate rather than a dedicated probe, a determination may be made

regarding whether to establish a first connection directly between the first user equipment and the

second user equipment or establish a second connection between the first user equipment, the base

station, and the second user equipment.

[0007] In optional variations of the current subject matter, one or more additional

features can be included. The user equipment may establish the first connection directly to the

another user equipment, when the indication and a first threshold represent that the first connection

provides a sufficient link quality. The user equipment may send to a base station, a message

proposing the first connection directly to the another user equipment, the first connection

comprising a device-to-device link. The user equipment may establish a second connection to the

base station to access the another user equipment, when the indication and a second threshold

represent that the first connection may not provide the quality of service and send to the base

station a message proposing an allocation of the dedicated probing process, when the user

equipment is unable to determine, based on the indication, whether to establish at least one of the

first connection and the second connection. The indication may be used to determined whether to

establish a second connection to a base station to access the another user element. The signal

strength, received signal strength indication, and/or signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio may be

measured to generate the indication representative of the quality of the received signal. The calling

user equipment may receive a preamble assignment message including another random access

preamble sequence index used by a callee user equipment for a non-contentious random access

procedure with a base station, the user equipment comprising the calling user equipment and the

another user equipment comprising the callee user equipment. The callee user equipment may



receive the paging signal including the another random access preamble sequence index for the non-

contentious random access procedure, and perform the non-contentious random procedure. The

base station may inhibit an allocation of a dedicated device-to-device probe for transmission by at

least one of the first user equipment and the second user equipment. 22. The method of claim 21,

wherein the preamble assignment message is obtained from at least one of a paging signal or media

access control message, wherein the second user equipment is not in a radio resource control idle

status. Moreover, a set of random access preamble sequences may be divided into a first group and

a second group, wherein each preamble sequence in the first group is paired with another preamble

sequence in the second group. The user equipment may select a first random access preamble

sequence from the first group and monitor for a second random access preamble sequence of the

second group paired with the first random access preamble sequence of the first group. The second

user equipment may receive an index of the second random access preamble sequence selected by

the first user equipment and perform a non-contentious random access procedure using the paired

second random access preamble sequence of the second group.

[0008] The above-noted aspects and features may be implemented in systems, apparatus,

methods, and/or articles depending on the desired configuration. The details of one or more

variations of the subject matter described herein are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the

description below. Features and advantages of the subject matter described herein will be apparent

from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009] In the drawings,

[0010] FIG. 1 depicts a block diagram of a wireless communication system;

[001 ] FIG. 2 depicts dedicated D2D probing;



[0012] FIG. 3 depicts an implementation in which a callee user equipment is initially

idle;

[001 3] FIG. 4 depicts using the signaling associated with a RA procedure to determine

whether to use a D2D link or a 2-hop cellular link, wherein the user equipment is initially idle;

[0014] FIG. 5 depicts a non-contentious RA procedure;

[001 5] FIG. 6 depicts using the signaling associated with a RA procedure to determine

whether to use a D2D link or a 2-hop cellular link, wherein the user equipment is not initially idle;

[001 6] FIG. 7 depicts a process including thresholds to determine whether to use a D2D

link or a 2-hop cellular link;

[001 7] FIG. 8 depicts an example of a user equipment;

[0018] FIG. 9 depicts a process used at the user equipment;

[001 9] FIG. 10 depicts an example of a base station; and

[0020] FIG. 1 depicts a process used at the base station.

[0021] Like labels are used to refer to same or similar items in the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] The subject matter described herein relates using the signaling associated with

the Random Access (RA) procedure to estimate channel quality in order to decide whether to use a

device-to-device (D2D) link between user equipments or a 2-hop cellular link among the user

equipments and the base station.

[0023] FIG. 1 is a simplified functional block diagram of a wireless communication

system 100. The wireless communication system 100 includes a base station 0 supporting a

corresponding service or coverage area 12 (also referred to as a cell). The base station 1 0 is also

capable of communicating with wireless devices, such as user equipments 114A-B, within the



coverage area. Although FIG 1 depicts a single base station 110, a single coverage area 12, and

two user equipments 114A-B, other quantities of base stations, coverage areas, and user equipment

may be implemented as well.

[0024] In some implementations, base station 110 is implemented as an evolved Node B

(eNB) type base station consistent with standards, including the Long Term Evolution (LTE)

standards, such as 3GPP TS 36.201, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Long

Term Evolution (LTE) physical layer; General description," 3GPP TS 36.21 1, "Evolved Universal

Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical channels and modulation," 3GPP TS 36.212,

"Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Multiplexing and channel coding," 3GPP

TS 36.213, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer procedures,"

3GPP TS 36.214, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer -

Measurements," and any subsequent additions or revisions to these and other 3GPP series of

standards (collectively referred to as LTE standards). The base station 110 may also be

implemented consistently with the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard

for Local and metropolitan area networks, Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless

Access Systems, 1 October 2004, IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks, Part 16:

Air Interface for Fixed and Mobile Broadband Wireless Access Systems, 26 February 2006, IEEE

802.16m, Advanced Air Interface, and any subsequent additions or revisions to the IEEE 802.16

series of standards (collectively referred to as IEEE 802.16).

[0025] In some implementations, the wireless communication system 100 may include

access links 122A-B between the base station 10 and the user equipments 114A-B. The wireless

communication system 100 may also include device-to-device (D2D) links 122C between user

equipments 114A-B. The access links 122A-B include a downlink, such as downlinks 116A and



116B, for transmitting from the base station 110 to a corresponding user equipment, such as user

equipments 114A-B. The access links 122A-B also include an uplink, such as uplinks 1 6A and

126B, for transmitting from the user equipments 114A-B to the base station 110.

[0026] Although the base station 110 is described as an eNB type base station, the base

station 110 may be configured in other ways as well and include, for example, cellular base station

transceiver subsystems, gateways, access points, radio frequency (RF) repeaters, frame repeaters,

nodes, and include access to other networks as well. For example, base station 110 may have wired

and/or wireless backhaul links to other network elements, such as other base stations, a radio

network controller, a core network, a serving gateway, a mobility management entity, a serving

GPRS (general packet radio service) support node, and the like.

[0027] The user equipments 114A-B may be implemented as a mobile device and/or a

stationary device. The user equipments 114A-B are often referred to as, for example, mobile

stations, mobile units, subscriber stations, wireless terminals, or the like. The user equipment may

be implemented as, for example, a wireless handheld device, a wireless plug-in accessory, or the

like. In some cases, the user equipment may include one or more of the following: at least one

processor, at least one computer-readable storage medium (e.g., memory, storage, and the like), a

radio access mechanism, and a user interface. For example, the user equipment may take the form

of a wireless telephone, a computer with a wireless connection to a network, or the like.

[0028] In some implementations, the links 116A-C and 126A-C each represent a radio

frequency (RF) signal. The RF signal may include data, such as voice, video, images, Internet

Protocol (IP) packets, control information, and any other type of information. When IEEE-802.16

and/or LTE are used, the RF signal may use OFDMA. OFDMA is a multi-user version of

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). In OFDMA, multiple access is achieved by



assigning, to individual users, groups of subcarriers (also referred to as subchannels or tones). The

subcarriers are modulated using BPS (binary phase shift keying), QPS (quadrature phase shift

keying), or QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation), and carry symbols (also referred to as

OFDMA symbols) including data coded using a forward error-correction code. Moreover, in some

implementations, the wireless communication system 100 can be configured to comply substantially

with a standard system specification, such as LTE or other wireless standards, such as WiBro, WiFi,

Bluetooth, IEEE 802.16, or it may be a proprietary system. For example, links 116C and 126C may

be configured as D2D links in accordance with WiFi or Bluetooth, and links 116A-B and 126A-B

may be configured as uplinks and downlinks in accordance with LTE and/or LTE-Advanced.

[0029] Device-to-device (D2D) communication links may be incorporated in public land

mobile systems, such as the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as well as subsequent

generations of wireless systems. Using the cellular system, such as the base station 110, to aid in

the establishment of the D2D links 16C and 126C (which share the same band as the links 116A-B

and 126A-B) is an approach which incorporates the D2D links into the communication system 100.

This approach, referred to as cellular-aided in-band D2D, includes the use of some of the control

mechanisms of the base station and/or other control elements within the wireless system. In

cellular-aided in-band D2D, a base station 110, such as an evolved Node B (eNB), may control D2D

communication links 116C and 126C between user equipments 114A-B. For example, the eNB

may decide whether to establish a D2D link between user equipments or establish a 2-hop link

between the user equipments via the eNB. This control provided by base station 110 enables the

establishment of D2D links 116C and 126C to occur with enhanced interference management and

reliable quality of service (QoS) support.



2

[0030] The base station 110 controls not only the establishment of D2D links 116C and

126C between two user equipments 114A-B but the radio resources used by the D2D links 116C

and 126C. For example, base station 1 0 may select the D2D links 16C and 126C, when

measurements, such as received signal strength indicators (RSSI), indicate that the quality of the

links 122C between the user equipments 114A-B provides sufficient QoS. On the other hand, the

base station 110 may select the 2-hop links (e.g., access links 122A-B via the base station 10) to

provide communications between user equipments 114A-B, when measurements indicate that the

quality of the links 122C cannot provide sufficient QoS. For example, a measurement, such as a

received signal strength indication, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ration, or the like, may indicate

that an RF channel between the user equipments can support communications via a D2D link (while

providing sufficient QoS, such as low bit error rate, packet loss, and the like).

[0031] In a cell, such as cell 112, enhanced with cellular-aided in-band D2D, traffic can

be delivered from the source user equipment (also referred to as a calling user equipment) to the

destination user equipment (also referred to as a callee user equipment) either by D2D links 122C

between the user equipments 114A-B or by 2-hop cellular links (e.g., access links 122A-B between

user equipment 114A, base station (e.g., eNB) 110, and user equipment 114B). Moreover, the base

station 110 may include a D2D module and the user equipment may include a D2D selection

controller to control the selection between the D2D links 122C or the 2-hop cellular links 122A-B.

Thus, cell capacity may be improved, in some implementations, by selecting links having higher

QoS, spectrum efficiency, and/or data throughput.

[0032] To select between D2D links 122C or the 2-hop cellular links 122A-B, the user

equipment may transmit a dedicated probe signal under the control of the base station (e.g., an

eNB), so that another user equipment can measure the quality of the direct link (or RF channel)



between these user equipments. This measurement may then be reported to the base station to allow

a control mechanism to select between the D2D link or the 2-hop cellular link. For example, if this

measurement indicates that a D2D link has good link quality and thus can provide higher spectrum

efficiency than a 2-hop cellular link, the control mechanism may then select the D2D link rather

than the 2-hop cellular link.

[0033] FIG. 2 shows a typical D2D call setup procedure including a dedicated D2D

probe allocated by the base station. After the calling user equipment 205A (labeled UE1) sends a

call setup request 220, the eNB 210 sends a message at 225 to initiate a resource allocation at user

equipment 205A to perform dedicated D2D probing. At 230, the user equipment 205A sends a

dedicated D2D probe signal, which is received and measured at user equipment 205B (labeled

UE2). At 240, the measurement of the D2D probe signal at user equipment 205B is sent via a

probing measurement report to eNB 210. At 245, the eNB 210 determines whether or not to

allocate a D2D link to the user equipments 205A-B. This determination results in a decision

provided to the related user equipment, such as user equipment 205A and user equipment 205B via

a call setup response 250 or a call setup notification 255. At 260, the D2D links are established

between user equipment 205A and user equipment 205B. Although 260 depicts a direct D2D link

between user equipment 205A and user equipment 205B, the communications between user

equipment 205A and user equipment 205B may also be selected by the eNB 210 as a 2-hop cellular

link via the eNB 210.

[0034] Although the dedicated D2D probing method depicted at FIG. 2 typically

provides accurate D2D link quality between the user equipments 205A-B, the dedicated D2D

probing at 230 may also waste radio resources for the dedicated D2D probe, especially when the



D2D measurement indicates a poor channel for a prospective D2D link and thus a conventional 2-

hope cellular link is selected.

[0035] Rather than a dedicated D2D probe, such as the probing signal depicted at 230 of

FIG. 2, some embodiments may implement a calling user equipment which instead monitors the

random access (RA) procedure preamble sent by the callee user equipment, when the callee user

equipment attempts to connect to the eNB (which is after the callee user equipment is paged by the

eNB). The calling user equipment may then measure the RA procedure preamble sent by the callee

user equipment to the eNB. The phrase "RA procedure" refers to a process for keeping

transmissions from different user equipments (e.g., orthogonal, uplink transmissions) aligned with

the frame timing of the base station, such as an eNB. Thus, when timing is not aligned, the RA

procedure is used by the user equipment to acquire timing with the base station. During the RA

procedure, the user equipment selects a RA preamble sequence from a set of sequences for a cell in

order to send the RA preamble from the user equipment to the base station. In response to receiving

the RA preamble, the base station may provide a timing advance value to allow the user equipment

to align itself with the base station.

[0036] Based on this measurement of the RA procedure preamble, a D2D selection

controller at the calling user equipment may estimate the quality of a D2D link, which may be used

as a reference value to select whether a D2D link should be established between the calling user

equipment and the callee user equipment or whether a 2-hop cellular link should be established

between the calling user equipment and the callee user equipment. The initial D2D link selection

may also be performed by the eNB, when the measurement or estimate of quality is reported by the

calling user equipment to the eNB.



[0037] In implementations using LTE, an idle callee user equipment typically performs a

RA procedure (also referred to as a RA process) after receiving a call setup paging signal from the

eNB in order to get into a connection with a radio bearer, e.g., a radio resource control connected

status (RRC Connected). Thus, rather than implement dedicated paging signal 230 as described

with respect to FIG. 2, in some embodiments, the existing RA procedure may be used by a

prospective calling user equipment to measure the quality of the link to the callee user equipment.

This measurement is then used to select whether a D2D link or 2-hop cellular link should be

selected for use to the callee user equipment.

[0038] FIG. 3 depicts an implementation in which a callee user equipment is initially

idle. According to LTE specification "3GPP TS 36.300 v8.7.0 E-UTRAN, Overall Description,"

when a call request arrives at the eNB 10, the eNB 110 forwards the call request to a mobility

management entity 180, which initiates paging 350A-B in the tracking area of the callee user

equipment 14A, when the callee user equipment 114A is idle. Once the callee user equipment

114A receives the paging signal 350A-B, the callee user equipment 114A then performs a RA

procedure at 360 to access the eNB 110 to begin establishment of a radio bearer. At 365A-C, Non-

Access Stratum (NAS) signaling messages are exchanged between the eNB 110 and the callee user

equipment 114A to setup a radio bearer at the eNB 110. When this connection is established, the

callee user equipment 114A is in a RRC Connected status.

[0039] When the calling user equipment 114B seeks to establish a D2D link to the callee

user equipment 114A, the calling user equipment 114B establishes a connection, e.g., becomes

RRC Connected, via a RA procedure, and then sends a call setup request to the eNB 110. If eNB

110 does not find the callee user equipment 114A (e.g., because callee user equipment is idle), the

eNB 110 forwards the call setup request to the mobility management entity (MME) 180. At 350A,



the MME 80 initiates a paging signal with a specified RA sequence index to the callee user

equipment 114A. The calling user equipment 14B monitors the paging channel sent at 350A-B to

obtain the RA sequence index that will be used by the callee user equipment 114A(which allows the

calling user equipment to align itself and thus monitor transmission by the callee user equipment).

The callee user equipment 114A performs its RA procedure at 360 using the specified RA sequence

included in the paging signal sent at 350A-B, and thus becomes RRC_Connected. During this

connect period, the calling user equipment 114B monitors the RA procedure at 360, which allows

the calling user equipment 114B to measure the prospective link between the user equipments

114A-B. From the perspective of the calling user equipment 114B, the signaling of the RA

procedure 360 serves (e.g., the RA procedure preamble) as a probe signal sent by the callee user

equipment 114A. Thus, the calling user equipment 114B is able to assess the quality of the link

1 2C using existing signaling (e.g., the RA procedure 360) without a dedicated D2D being allocated

by the eNB 10, as described above with respect to 230.

[0040] In FIG. 3, the random access (RA) procedure at 360 is typically contention-based.

In order to reuse this callee RA procedure 360 for D2D probing, non-contention RA procedures may

also be used. To that end, the RA preamble sequence (or an index for the sequence) is thus added

into the paging signal sent at 350A-B, so that the callee user equipment 114A can use the specified

sequence for the RA preamble, when performing a non-contentious random access procedure with

the eNB 110.

[0041] FIG. 4 depicts the D2D establishment process 400 which uses the signaling of the

RA procedure rather than a dedicated D2D probe. When the callee user equipment 114A is idle, at

405, the calling user equipment 114B gets connected, e.g., establishes a RRC Connected status, via

a RA procedure. At 410, the calling user equipment 114B sends one or more AS service request



messages to request setup of a new call. Because the eNB 1 0 is not aware of the location of the

callee user equipment 114A, the eNB 110 forwards the call setup request to MME 180, which keeps

the tracking area record for user equipments 114A-B.

[0042] At 415, after MME 180 finds the callee user equipment 114A and the tracking

area, MME 180 initiates a paging signal to the callee user equipment 14A. The paging signal sent

at 415 may also include information, such as the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI),

the S-Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (S TMSI), and the RA sequence index (which may be

configured to include 6 bits). The callee user equipment 114A may thus perform a non-contention

based RA to become connected to the eNB 110, resulting in a RRC Connected status, although a

contentious RA procedure may be used as well.

[0043] If the calling and callee user equipments are in the same cell 112, the calling user

equipment 114B may also receive the paging signal sent at 415. As such, the calling user

equipment 114B also receives the information regarding the RA sequence index used by the callee

user equipment 114A.

[0044] At 412A-B, the calling user equipment 412 monitors the paging signal to obtain

the RA sequence index information used by the callee user equipment 114E. After calling user

equipment 114B receives the RA sequence index, the calling user equipment 114B monitors, at

412B, the RA preamble sequence sent at 425 A from the callee user equipment 114Ato the eNB 110.

[0045] At 430, the calling user equipment 114B measures the RA preamble sequence

sent at 425A by callee user equipment 114A. Thus, rather than measure a dedicated D2D probing

signal as described at 230, the calling user equipment 114B measures the signaling of the RA

preamble sequence to estimate the quality of the link 122C between the callee user equipment 114A

and the calling user equipment 114B.



[0046] At 432, the callee user equipment 114A establishes an RRC Connected status

with the eNB 110.

[0047] At 450, the calling user equipment 114B may send, based on the measurement of

the RA sequence signal sent at 425A, a D2D proposal to eNB 110 for subsequent actions. For

example, the calling user equipment 114B may measure the RA preamble sequence signal sent at

425A and determine that the link 122C (which is between calling user equipmentl 14B and callee

user equipmentl 14A), will be of sufficient quality if established. When this is the case, the calling

user equipment 114B establishes the D2D link 122 to callee user equipment 114A, and also notifies

the eNB 110 of the establishment of the D2D link 122. If the link 122C is not of sufficient quality,

the calling user equipment 114B may notify the eNB 110 that a 2-hop cellular link should be

established between the callee and calling user equipments 114A-B (e.g., via links 122A-B).

[0048] At 452, the D2D link 122C or the 2-hop cellular links 122A-B are established to

enable communications between the user equipments 14A-B. By monitoring the RA preamble

sequence from callee user equipment for the initial D2D decision at calling user equipment, radio

resources allocations may be saved and quicker establishment of the D2D link may be realized in

cases when the callee user equipment is idle.

[0049] In some cases, the callee user equipment 114A may not be in an idle state, e.g.,

already in a connected status to the eNB 110 (e.g., in an RRC Connected status). When this is the

case, the paging signal sent at 415 will not be initiated by the MME 180, and there is thus no need

for the callee user equipment 114A to perform the RA procedure of 425A-B. This is because the

callee user equipment 1 4A has already set up the RRC signaling connections with eNB 110. When

the callee user equipment 114A is already connected to a radio bearer (e.g., in a RRC Connected

status), an additional non-contention based RA procedure (which may be in accordance with 3GPP



TS 36.300 v8.7.0 E-UTRAN Overall Description) can be performed for D2D selection, as described

further below with respect to FIG. 5.

[0050] FIG. 5 depicts a process 500 for a non-contentious based random access (RA)

procedure. The calling user equipment 114B gets into a RRC Connected status through the RA

procedure, and then sends a call setup request to eNB 110. If eNB 100 determines (e.g., via a

signaling exchange between eNB and MME) that the callee user equipment 114A is in an

RRC Connected status and the callee user equipment is in the same cell 12 as the calling user

equipment 114B, the eNB 110 initiates a non-contention based RA procedure for the callee user

equipment 114E. Specifically, the eNB 110 110 sends a predefined MAC message to notify the

calling user equipment 114B of the RA preamble sequence index (used in by the callee user

equipment's 114A non-contention based RA procedure). The eNB then performs the non-

contention based RA procedure for the callee user equipment 114A (using, e.g., procedures

specified in 3GPP TS 36.300 v8.7.0 E-UTRAN, Overall Description). During this period, the

calling user equipment 114B monitors the RA preamble sequence sent from callee user equipment

114A and measures the D2D link 122 between them.

[0051] In the case when the callee user equipment 114A is in an RRC Connected status,

the MME 180 directly forwards related signaling to the eNB 110 that serves the callee user

equipment 14A. When the callee user equipment 114A is already in an RRC Connected status, a

non-contention based RA may be performed (e.g., according to 3GPP TS 36.300 v8.7.0 E-UTRAN

Overall Description). At 525A, the eNB 0 sends to the callee user equipment 14A, a RA

preamble assignment request. At 525B, the callee user equipment 114A sends to eNB 110 the RA

preamble being used by the callee user equipment 114A. At 525C, the eNB 1 0 receives the RA

response sent by the callee user equipment 114A.



[0052] If eNB 110 finds that callee user equipment 114A is in a RRC Connected status

and the callee user equipment 14A is in the same cell 112 with the calling user equipment 114B

(this process might include signaling exchange between eNB and MME), the eNB 110 will initiate a

non-contention based RA procedure for the callee user equipment 114A. Because calling user

equipment 114B is in the same cell 112 as the callee user equipment 114A, the user equipments

114A-B belongs to a same eNB 10. Hence, the eNB 110 can provide the calling user equipment

114B the RA preamble sequence which will be used by the callee user equipment 114A for the non-

contention based RA procedure. The RA preamble sequence may be included in a predetermined

MAC message which is sent to the callee user equipment 114A, as noted above. After that, the

calling user equipment 114B monitors the RA procedure signaling for the given RA preamble

sequence. The monitoring allows the calling user equipment 14B to measure the signaling

carrying the RA procedure from the callee user equipment 114A. Moreover, the calling user

equipment 114B can then estimate the link quality between the callee and calling user equipments

114A-B. The estimate allows at least one of the calling user equipment 114 or the eNB to decide,

based on the estimate, whether to select the D2D link 122C or the 2-hop cellular links 122A-B. By

monitoring one or more portions of the RA procedure 525A-C, the calling user equipment 114B can

measure the signaling carrying the RA preamble sequence 525A-C and thus determine a selection

between the D2D link or the 2-hop cellular link. The RA preamble sequence is essentially co-opted

as a D2D probe rather than allocate a dedicated D2D probe as described at 230.

[0053] FIG. 6 depicts a process 600 for monitoring and measuring the signaling of the

RA procedure (e.g., FIG. 6 at 625B) to determine whether to select the D2D link 122C or the 2-hop

cellular link 122A-B. Rather than use a dedicated D2D probe as described at 230, the signaling

used for the RA procedure (e.g., RA preamble sequence) is used to measure the link (e.g., channel)



quality between the calling user equipment 114B and the callee user equipment 114A, saving thus

resources of the system 100.

[0054] At 610, the calling user equipment 114B, the callee user equipment 114A, and

the eNB 110 have established connections (e.g., calling user equipment 114B and the callee user

equipment 114A are each in a RRC_Connected status). After eNB 110 receives a call setup

message and determines that the callee user equipment 114A is in a RRC Connected status and is in

the same cell 1 2 as the calling user equipment 114B, the eNB 110 sends, at 620, a callee RA

preamble assignment message to notify the calling user equipment 114B of the RA preamble

sequence index that will be used by the callee user equipment 114A in the non-contention based RA

procedure with the eNB 110.

[0055] Next, a non-contention based RA procedure is initiated as indicated by messages

625A-C between the callee user equipment 114A and the eNB 10 . With apriori knowledge of the

RA sequence index being used by the callee user equipment 14A, the calling user equipment 14B

can monitor at 612 the signaling associated with the RA procedure (e.g., measuring the signal

strength of the signaling carrying the RA preamble sequence 625B sent from the callee user

equipment 114Ato the eNB 110).

[0056] At 630, the calling user equipment 114B measures the RA preamble sequence

sent at 425A by callee user equipment 114A to estimate the signal quality of the link 122C. Thus,

rather than allocate a dedicated D2D probing signal for measurement, the calling user equipment

14B measures the quality of the existing signaling, such as the RA preamble sequence, transmitted

by the calling user equipment 114A at 625C to estimate the quality of the link 122C between the

calling and callee user equipments 114A-B.



[0057] At 650, the calling user equipment 11 B may send, based on the measurement of

the RA preamble sequence signal sent at 625B, a D2D proposal to eNB 110 for subsequent actions.

At 652, the D2D link 122C or the 2-hop cellular links 122A-B are established to enable

communications between the calling and callee user equipments 114A-B.

[0058] In some of the embodiments described herein, the calling user equipment 114B

monitors the paging channel or receives a predetermined MAC message to obtain the information

on the RA preamble sequence index that will be used by the callee user equipment 114B.

[0059] Rather than monitor the paging channel or rely on the predetermined MAC

message, RA sequence pairing may also be implemented. Specifically, the RA preamble sequences

are globally (e.g., within the system 100) classified into 2 groups, such as a calling RA group and a

callee RA group. Each of the RA preamble sequences in the calling RA group is paired with a

corresponding sequence in the callee RA group, e.g., a 1-to- 1 pairing between the groups. The

pairing relation is known by the user equipments and eNBs. In some implementations, a cell, such

as cell 112, may require 128 RA sequences (2 groups) rather than the typical 64 RA sequences.

[0060] To initiate a new call, the idle calling user equipment randomly selects an RA

preamble sequence from the calling RA group to perform the RA procedure with the eNB. After the

eNB receives that RA preamble sequence of the calling RA group, the eNB notifies the callee user

equipment to use the paired RA preamble sequence assigned to the callee RA group (e.g., by

sending the notification via either a paging channel or by MAC signaling). In this way, the calling

user equipment may directly start monitoring the desired RA preamble sequence of the callee user

equipment without extra signaling monitoring or waiting to receive the predetermined MAC

message described above because the calling user equipment knows (based on the 1-1-1 pairing

between the groups) which RA preamble sequence will be sent by the callee user equipment.



[0061] In some implementations, after the D2D channel measurement (e.g., at 430 and

630), an initial D2D decision is made at the calling user equipment 114B rather than at the eNB 110.

Specifically, the calling user equipment 114B decides whether to select the D2D link 122C or the 2-

hop link 122A-B. Moreover, the decision may be made based on two thresholds, such as a cellular-

link decision threshold (which is denoted by A) and a D2D link decision threshold (which is

denoted by B). For example, when A is less than B, then the D2D link 122C is selected.

[0062] To further illustrate the thresholds, the following example is provided. The

threshold A and the threshold B may each represent received signal strength indication (RSSI)

thresholds for the RA procedure (e.g., the RA preamble 425A or 625B) received from callee user

equipment 114A, although the decision may be based on other values as well. The RSSI threshold

values may be predefined and statically configured in D2D capable user equipment, or may be

notified to the source user equipment by the eNB, when the eNB is configured to define the RSSI

thresholds.

[0063] FIG. 7 depicts an example decision process 700 to select between a direct D2D

link and a 2-hop cellular link. In some implementations, the calling user equipment may send a 1-

bit D2D proposal message to the eNB if the calling user equipment decides to select the use of a

D2D link (in which case no further D2D probing will be requested) or decides to request a radio

resource allocation to perform dedicate D2D probing. For example, the values "0" and "1" can be

used to represent these two decisions. If cellular link is determined in the initial D2D decision at

the calling user equipment, the calling user equipment may not send anything to the eNB as a

conventional mechanisms will be used to access the cellular links 122A-B for communications

between the calling user equipment, the eNB, and the callee eNB.



[0064] Referring to FIG. 7, at 710, the calling user equipment 114B estimates a channel

quality indicator (CQI) for the D2D link 122C by measuring the RSSI of the RA preamble sequence

sent by the callee user equipment 114A to the eNB 110.

[0065] At 720, if the measured RSSI is about greater than a threshold, B, representing a

D2D link decision threshold, the calling user equipment 114B may decide, at 725, to establish a

D2D link 122C with the callee user equipment 114A and propose the establishment (or merely

notify the eNB) of the D2D link 122C. The notification may be implemented as a 1-bit signal to the

eNB 110.

[0066] At 730, if the measured RSSI is not greater than the threshold, B, and the

measured RSSI is less than a threshold A (which represents a cellular-link decision threshold), the

calling user equipment 14B may decide, at 735, to establish 2-hop cellular-links 122A-B between

the calling user equipment 114B and callee user equipment 114A via the eNB 110. In some

implementations, this decision is not signaled to the eNB 110.

[0067] At 740, if the measured RSSI is not greater than the threshold, B, and the

measured RSSI is not less than the threshold A, the calling user equipment 14B may defer any

decision to the eNB 110, so that the eNB 110 can determine whether to establish the D2D link 122C

or establish 2-hop cellular-links 122A-B.

[0068] At 745, the eNB 0 allocates the resources for the establishment of the D2D

link 122C or the establishment of the 2-hop cellular-links 122A-B. In some cases, the eNB 110 may

perform further dedicated D2D probing to determine whether to establish the D2D link 122C or the

2-hop cellular-links 122A-B. The measurements at the user equipment of the dedicated D2D

probing are sent from the user equipment to the eNB as feedback.



[0069] FIG. 8 depicts an exemplary user equipment 800, which may be implemented at

one or more of user equipments 114A-B. The user equipment may include an antenna 820. The

user equipment may also includes a radio interface 840, which may include other components, such

as filters, converters (e.g., digital-to-analog converters and the like), symbol demappers, an Inverse

Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) module, and the like, to process symbols, such as OFDMA symbols,

carried by a downlink or an uplink. In some implementations, the user equipment may also be

compatible with IEEE 802.16, LTE, LTE-Advanced, and the like. The user equipment further

includes a processor 830 for controlling the user equipment and for accessing and executing

program code stored in memory 835.

[0070] Furthermore, the user equipment may include a D2D selection controller 850.

The D2D selection controller 850 may be configured to perform one or more of the aspects noted

with respect to processes 400, 500, 600, 700, and 900 (e.g., those aspects associated with the user

equipment described herein). For example, the D2D selection controller 850 may monitor the RA

preamble sequence, control the measurement of the RA procedure to determine an estimate of the

quality of links, report any activity and/or measurements to the eNB base station, and the like.

[0071] FIG. 9 depicts a process 900 used by the user equipment described herein. At

910, the user equipment receives a signal. The signal is a control signal, such as a random access

preamble sequence rather than a dedicated D2D probe. At 915, the user equipment measures the

received signal. The measurement may be used to generate an indication representative of a quality

of the received signal. For example, the indication may represent RSSI, although other metrics may

be used as well.

[0072] At 920, the user equipment determines, based on the indication, whether to

establish a first connection, such as a D2D link, directly to another user equipment. Moreover, if



the signal indication corresponds to a channel between the user equipments with sufficient quality

(e.g., good RSSI), the first connection may be established as a D2D link. On the other hand, a poor

quality link may instead result in second connection via a 2-hop link. In some implementations, the

indication is implemented as described above with respect to FIG. 7.

[0073] FIG. 10 depicts an example implementation of a base station 1000, which may be

implemented at base station 110. The base station may include an antenna 1020 configured to

transmit via a downlink and configured to receive uplinks via the antenna(s) 1020. The base station

may further include a radio interface 1040 coupled to the antenna 1020, a processor 1026 for

controlling the base station and for accessing and executing program code stored in memory 1135.

The radio interface 1040 further includes other components, such as filters, converters (e.g., digital-

to-analog converters and the like), mappers, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) module, and the like, to

generate symbols for a transmission via one or more downlinks and to receive symbols (e.g., via an

uplink). In some implementations, the base station is also compatible with IEEE 802.16, LTE, LTE-

Advanced, and the like, and the RF signals of downlinks and uplinks may be configured as an

OFDMA signal. The base station may include a D2D module 1150. The D2D module 1150 may

send, receive, and/or control aspects of the D2D selection described herein with respect to the eNB

and/or base station.

[0074] FIG. 11 depicts a process 1100 used by a base station configured with the D2D

module 150.

[0075] At 110, the base station receives an indication representative whether a first user

equipment is configured to establish a first connection directly to a second user equipment. For

example, the indication may be a message including a report of whether the first connection has

been (or should be) selected. Moreover, the user equipment may report that a D2D link has been



configured at the user equipment, or the user equipment may report that the eNB should initiate the

establishment (e.g., control or signal) of a D2D link.

[0076] At 1 1 15, the base station may, based on the indication, establishes a second

connection between the first user equipment and the second user equipment, when the first

connection is not established. Rather than a dedicated D2D probe, the indication represents a

measurement of a random access preamble sequence. This measurement is made by a user

equipment to assess a quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user

equipment.

[0077] The subject matter described herein may be embodied in systems, apparatus,

methods, and/or articles depending on the desired configuration. For example, the base stations and

user equipments (or one or more components therein) and/or the processes described herein can be

implemented using one or more of the following: a processor executing program code, an

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor (DSP), an embedded

processor, a field programmable gate array (FPGA), and/or combinations thereof. These various

implementations may include implementation in one or more computer programs that are

executable and/or interpretable on a programmable system including at least one programmable

processor, which may be special or general purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from,

and to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least one input device, and at least one

output device. These computer programs (also known as programs, software, software applications,

applications, components, program code, or code) include machine instructions for a programmable

processor, and may be implemented in a high-level procedural and/or object-oriented programming

language, and/or in assembly/machine language. As used herein, the term "machine-readable

medium" refers to any computer program product, computer-readable medium, apparatus and/or



device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, memory, Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to

provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable processor, including a machine-

readable medium that receives machine instructions. Similarly, systems are also described herein

that may include a processor and a memory coupled to the processor. The memory may include one

or more programs that cause the processor to perform one or more of the operations described

herein.

[0078] Although a few variations have been described in detail above, other

modifications or additions are possible. In particular, further features and/or variations may be

provided in addition to those set forth herein. For example, the implementations described above

may be directed to various combinations and subcombinations of the disclosed features and/or

combinations and subcombinations of several further features disclosed above. In addition, the

logic flow depicted in the accompanying figures and/or described herein does not require the

particular order shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results. Other embodiments may be

within the scope of the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A method comprising:

monitoring, at a user equipment, a paging signal, the paging signal including a random

access preamble index assigned to another user equipment;

receiving, at the user equipment configured to use the random access preamble index

assigned to the another user equipment, a signal comprising a random access preamble;

measuring, at the user equipment, the received signal to generate an indication

representative of a quality of the received signal; and

determining, based on the indication rather than a dedicated probing process, whether to

establish a first connection directly to the another user equipment.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

establishing, by the user equipment, the first connection directly to the another user

equipment, when the indication and a first threshold represent that the first connection provides a

sufficient link quality;

sending, by the user equipment to a base station, a message proposing the first connection

directly to the another user equipment, the first connection comprising a device-to-device link;

establishing, by the user equipment, a second connection to the base station to access the

another user equipment, when the indication and a second threshold represent that the first

connection may not provide the sufficient link quality; and

sending, by the user equipment to the base station, a message proposing an allocation for the

dedicated probing process, when the user equipment is unable to determine, based on the indication,

whether to establish at least one of the first connection and the second connection.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining further comprises:



determining, based on the indication, whether to establish a second connection to a base

station to access the another user element.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein measuring further comprises:

measuring at least one of a signal strength, a received signal strength indication, or a signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio, or other radio channel parameters to generate the indication

representative of the quality of the received signal.

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

receiving, at a calling user equipment, a preamble assignment message including another

random access preamble sequence index used by a callee user equipment for a non-contentious

random access procedure with a base station, the user equipment comprising the calling user

equipment and the another user equipment comprising the callee user equipment.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

receiving, at the callee user equipment, another paging signal including another random

access preamble sequence index for the non-contentious random access procedure; and

performing, by the callee user equipment configured in accordance with the another random

access preamble sequence index, the non-contentious random procedures.

7. An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one memory, wherein the at least one processor and the at least one memory are

configured to provide at least the following:

monitoring, at a user equipment, a paging signal, the paging signal including a random

access preamble index assigned to another user equipment;



receiving, at the user equipment configured to use the random access preamble index

assigned to the another user equipment, a signal comprising a random access preamble;

measuring, at the user equipment, the received signal to generate an indication

representative of a quality of the received signal; and

determining, based on the indication rather than a dedicated probing process, whether to

establish a first connection directly to the another user equipment.

8. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising:

establishing, by the user equipment, the first connection directly to the another user

equipment, when the indication and a first threshold represent that the first connection provides a

sufficient link quality;

sending, by the user equipment to a base station, a message proposing the first connection

directly to the another user equipment, the first connection comprising a device-to-device link;

establishing, by the user equipment, a second connection to the base station to access the

another user equipment, when the indication and a second threshold represent that the first

connection may not provide the sufficient link quality; and

sending, by the user equipment to the base station, a message proposing an allocation for the

dedicated probing process, when the user equipment is unable to determine, based on the indication,

whether to establish at least one of the first connection and the second connection.

9 . The apparatus of claim 7, wherein determining further comprises:

determining, based on the indication, whether to establish a second connection to a base

station to access the another user element, wherein the second user equipment is in a radio resource

control idle status.

10. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein measuring further comprises:



measuring at least one of a signal strength, a received signal strength indication, or a signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio to generate the indication representative of the quality of the

received signal.

11. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising:

receiving, at a calling user equipment, a preamble assignment message including another

random access preamble sequence index used by a callee user equipment for a non-contentious

random access procedure with a base station, the user equipment comprising the calling user

equipment and the another user equipment comprising the callee user equipment.

12. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising:

receiving, at the callee user equipment, another paging signal including another random

access preamble sequence index for the non-contentious random access procedure; and

performing, by the callee user equipment configured in accordance with the another random

access preamble sequence index, the non-contentious random procedure.

13. A computer-readable storage medium including code which when executed on at

least one processor provides at least the following:

monitoring, at a user equipment, a paging signal, the paging signal including a random

access preamble index assigned to another user equipment;

receiving, at the user equipment configured to use the random access preamble index

assigned to the another user equipment, a signal comprising a random access preamble;

measuring, at the user equipment, the received signal to generate an indication

representative of a quality of the received signal; and

determining, based on the indication rather than a dedicated probing process, whether to

establish a first connection directly to the another user equipment.



14. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13 further comprising:

establishing, by the user equipment, the first connection directly to the another user

equipment, when the indication and a first threshold represent that the first connection provides a

sufficient link quality;

sending, by the user equipment to a base station, a message proposing the first connection

directly to the another user equipment, the first connection comprising a device-to-device link;

establishing, by the user equipment, a second connection to the base station to access the

another user equipment, when the indication and a second threshold represent that the first

connection may not provide the sufficient link quality; and

sending, by the user equipment to the base station, a message proposing an allocation for the

dedicated probing process, when the user equipment is unable to determine, based on the indication,

whether to establish at least one of the first connection and the second connection.

15. A method comprising:

receiving, at a base station, an indication representative whether a first user equipment is

configured to establish a first connection directly to a second user equipment; and

establishing, based on the indication, a second connection between the first user equipment

and the second user equipment, when the first connection is not established, wherein the first and

second connections are established based on a random access preamble rather than a dedicated

probe to assess a quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user

equipment.

16. The method of claim 5 further comprising:

inhibiting, by the base station, an allocation of a dedicated device-to-device probe for

transmission by at least one of the first user equipment and the second user equipment.



17. An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one memory, wherein the at least one processor and the at least one memory are

configured to provide at least the following:

receiving, at a base station, an indication representative whether a first user equipment is

configured to establish a first connection directly to a second user equipment; and

establishing, based on the indication, a second connection between the first user equipment

and the second user equipment, when the first connection is not established, wherein the first and

second connections are established based on a random access preamble rather than a dedicated

probe to assess a quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user

equipment.

8. The apparatus of claim 17 further comprising:

inhibiting, by the base station, an allocation of a dedicated device-to-device probe for

transmission by at least one of the first user equipment and the second user equipment.

19. A computer-readable storage medium including code which when executed on at least

one processor provides at least the following:

receiving, at a base station, an indication representative whether a first user equipment is

configured to establish a first connection directly to a second user equipment; and

establishing, based on the indication, a second connection between the first user equipment

and the second user equipment, when the first connection is not established, wherein the first and

second connections are established based on a random access preamble rather than a dedicated

probe to assess a quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user

equipment.



20. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 19 further comprising:

inhibiting, by the base station, an allocation of a dedicated device-to-device probe for

transmission by at least one of the first user equipment and the second user equipment.

1. A method comprising:

receiving, at a first user equipment, a preamble assignment message including a random

access preamble sequence index used by a second user equipment for a non-contentious random

access procedure with a base station;

measuring, at the first user equipment, a random access preamble sequence sent by the

second user equipment, the measured random access preamble sequence providing an estimate of a

quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user equipment; and

determining, based on the estimate rather than a dedicated probing process, whether to

establish a first connection directly between the first user equipment and the second user equipment

or establish a second connection between the first user equipment, the base station, and the second

user equipment.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the preamble assignment message is obtained from

at least one of a paging signal or a media access control message, wherein the second user

equipment is not in a radio resource control idle status.

23. The method of claim 2 1 further comprising:

dividing a set of random access preamble sequences into a first group and a second group,

wherein each preamble sequence in the first group is paired with another preamble sequence in the

second group;

selecting, by the first user equipment, a first random access preamble sequence from the first

group;



monitoring, by the first user equipment, for a second random access preamble sequence of

the second group paired with the first random access preamble sequence of the first group;

receiving, at the second user equipment, an index of one of the random access preamble

sequence of the second group corresponding to the random access preamble sequence selected by

the first user equipment; and

performing, at the second user equipment, a non-contentious random access procedure

using the paired second random access preamble sequence of the second group.

24. An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one memory, wherein the at least one processor and the at least one memory are

configured to provide at least the following:

receiving, at a first user equipment, a preamble assignment message including a random

access preamble sequence index used by a second user equipment for a non-contentious random

access procedure with a base station;

measuring, at the first user equipment, a random access preamble sequence sent by the

second user equipment, the measured random access preamble sequence providing an estimate of a

quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user equipment; and

determining, based on the estimate rather than a dedicated probing process, whether to

establish a first connection directly between the first user equipment and the second user equipment

or establish a second connection between the first user equipment, the base station, and the second

user equipment.



25. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the preamble assignment message is obtained

from at least one of a paging signal or a media access control message, wherein the second user

equipment is not in a radio resource control idle status.

26. The apparatus of claim 24 further comprising:

dividing a set of random access preamble sequences into a first group and a second group,

wherein each preamble sequence in the first group is paired with another preamble sequence in the

second group;

selecting, by the first user equipment, a first random access preamble sequence from the first

group;

monitoring, by the first user equipment, for a second random access preamble sequence of

the second group paired with the first random access preamble sequence of the first group;

receiving, at the second user equipment, an index of one of the random access preamble

sequence of the second group corresponding to the random access preamble sequence selected by

the first user equipment; and

performing, at the second user equipment, a non-contentious random access procedure

using the paired second random access preamble sequence of the second group.

27. A computer-readable storage medium including code which when executed on at

least one processor provides at least the following:

at least one memory, wherein the at least one processor and the at least one memory are

configured to provide at least the following:

receiving, at a first user equipment, a preamble assignment message including a random

access preamble sequence index used by a second user equipment for a non-contentious random

access procedure with a base station;



measuring, at the first user equipment, a random access preamble sequence sent by the

second user equipment, the measured random access preamble sequence providing an estimate of a

quality of a channel between the first user equipment and the second user equipment; and

determining, based on the estimate rather than a dedicated probing process, whether to

establish a first connection directly between the first user equipment and the second user equipment

or establish a second connection between the first user equipment, the base station, and the second

user equipment.

28. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 27, wherein the preamble

assignment message is obtained from at least one of a paging signal or a media access control

message, wherein the second user equipment is not in a radio resource control idle status.

29. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 27 further comprising:

dividing a set of random access preamble sequences into a first group and a second group,

wherein each preamble sequence in the first group is paired with another preamble sequence in the

second group;

selecting, by the first user equipment, a first random access preamble sequence from the first

group;

monitoring, by the first user equipment, for a second random access preamble sequence of

the second group paired with the first random access preamble sequence of the first group;

receiving, at the second user equipment, an index of one of the random access preamble

sequence of the second group corresponding to the random access preamble sequence selected by

the first user equipment; and

performing, at the second user equipment, a non-contentious random access procedure

using the paired second random access preamble sequence of the second group.
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